
Uniting 2c8 Process Visualization
with M-Files Centralized
Information Management

In the modern business world, the 2c8 Apps is key for
process visualization, while M-Files excels in
centralized information oversight. Yet, there's a
challenge in cohesively merging these platforms. This
shortfall could prevent companies from tapping into
the full advantages of each tool.

Resolving this integration issue is vital for enterprises
striving to optimize both systems' capabilities and the
good news is that we have a solution for you.
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In today's fast-paced business landscape, efficient operation
hinges on streamlined process-orientation. As companies
evolve, tools like the 2c8 Apps have emerged as vital assets,
enabling organizations to visualize, draw, and interlink
processes, subsequently tying these processes to specific
documents and instructions.

Concurrently, the growing need for a unified system of
information management is undeniable. Centralized
information management systems like M-Files stand out,
offering unparalleled oversight over organizational information
flow through the use of metadata.

But a gap persists: there's no seamless way to integrate the
dynamic capabilities of 2c8 with the comprehensive data
management of M-Files. This disconnect potentially hampers
organizations from fully leveraging the synergies of both tools,
potentially affecting their competitive edge.

What if there was a way to bridge this gap and merge the
strengths of 2c8 Apps with M-Files?

Addressing this integration challenge is paramount for
businesses seeking to harness the full potential of both
platforms.

PROBLEM



SOLUTION
By presenting/visualizing M-Files documents in the 2c8 Apps you
as the user will gain the benefits from both applications. This will
of course lead to increased efficiency, compliant document
management and centralized information management in your
organization.

The ‘2c8 Modelling Tool Plugin’ for M-Files is developed by
Columbus and will provide:

 Search capabilities empowered by M-Files metadata
 Visibility and ease of use
 Increased employee engagement

The solution for a seamless integration is straight-forward and is
thoroughly developed by an experienced team of developers.

After purchase, you will receive an application file to install on
the 2c8 Client Machine. When the installation is complete, you
will then need to configure the 2c8 plugin using Modeling Tool, to
establish connection with M-Files.  That´s it, simple as that!

At Columbus, we're proud partners of M-
Files and 2c8. Together, we streamline
access to information, automate
processes, and enhance information
control. This boosts customer
experiences and quality, giving
businesses a competitive edge. Our
expertise spans beyond just IT solutions.

Get in touch with us today at:

partner@2c8.com
At 2c8, we're proud partners of
Columbus. Together, we focus on
optimizing processes, and ensuring
information integrity. Leveraging our
expertise in process mapping and
visualization, combined with
Columbus' strength in business
development and IT, we offer more
than just traditional solutions.


